
Top (Loop) Suction Cup -
attached to Stainless Steel

Wires

Bottom (Tube) Suction
Cup

Frame: Lightweight, durable 3/4" PVC frame

Fabric: Textilene fabric (similar to mesh patio
furniture fabric)
Wires: (2) Stainless Steel Cables with Clips
Suction Cups: (2) Top [Loop], (2) Bottom [Tube].
Top [Loop] Suction Cups come clipped to Steel
Cables, Bottom [Tube] Cups are loose in the
packaging.

14" x 26"

Materials/Parts Included:

Instructions (no tools required):
Insert the (2) Bottom (Tube) suction cups into the open ends of the PVC Kitty Cot Frame.

Hold the Kitty Cot frame level with both hands, and firmly push it to your mounting surface so that

the suction cups get seated properly.

With one hand still holding the frame, take the Top (Loop) suction cups that are attached to the

cables and attach to your surface above the perch so that the cables are taut, keeping the Cot level.

Kitty Cot can hold up to 25 lbs.

Recommended mounting surface: double-paned glass (not recommended on single-pane)

like insulated windows & sliding patio doors. Other smooth, non-porous surfaces may also

work.

Be sure attach your Kitty Cot to a clean, dry surface.

Do not mount your Kitty Cot near a heater of any kind; the PVC frame could warp over time.

Choose a reasonable height that you’ve seen your cat(s) jump to often.

Many customers lay their cat’s favorite blanket or toys on the Cot to get them acclimated.

If suction cups seem to be losing their strength, clean inside the cup with glass cleaner.

All parts of your Kitty Cot are easy to spot clean or can be washed/hosed off more thoroughly.

Caution & Tips:

Questions/Troubleshooting?
Call 800-752-5308 or email

contact@kuranda.com
9am - 5pm EST, M-F
We’re happy to help!
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